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When analyzing digital journalism content, journalism scholars are confronted with a number
of substantial differences compared to traditional journalistic content. The sheer amount of
data and the unique features of digital content call for the application of valuable new techniques. Various other scholarly fields are already applying computational methods to study
digital journalism data. Often, their research interests are closely related to those of journalism
scholars. Despite the advantages that computational methods have over traditional content
analysis methods, they are not commonplace in digital journalism studies. To increase awareness of what computational methods have to offer, we take stock of the toolkit and show the
ways in which computational methods can aid journalism studies. Distinguishing between dictionary-based approaches, supervised machine learning, and unsupervised machine learning,
we present a systematic inventory of recent applications both inside as well as outside journalism studies. We conclude with suggestions for how the application of new techniques can be
encouraged.
KEYWORDS: automated content analysis; computational social science; digital data;
journalism studies; review

Introduction
The current digital age brings about substantial changes to the field of journalism
studies. Evidently more and more researchers from other fields have started analyzing
journalistic content. Computer scientists, for instance, analyze data from journalistic
websites, social media, or blogs (e.g., Mishne 2007; Morgan, Zubair Shafiq, and Lampe
2013; Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan 2012). The availability and volume of digital journalistic
content make it interesting material for various academic fields, from behavioral finance
(Uhl 2014) to wildlife studies (Houston, Bruskotter, and Fan 2010). Studies of journalistic
content in these fields typically benefit from advanced computer-assisted methods that
find their origin in computer science.
Given computer scientists’ expertise in dealing with digital data, taking stock of
their techniques can be very rewarding for journalism scholars. Automated content
analysis (ACA) can identify patterns in journalistic data that traditional analysis would
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not, or only with greater effort (Flaounas et al. 2013). Additionally, it can provide
“harder” evidence for what journalism scholars might already have suspected based on
qualitative or small-scale quantitative research, help to sketch the bigger picture, and—
last but not least—save time and money. Other fields testify to this potential: relevant
applications of automated techniques are found in fields as various as linguistics (Schneider 2014), management studies (Illia, Sonpar, and Bauer 2014), behavioral finance
(Uhl 2014), and political science (Grimmer and Stewart 2013). To a certain extent,
journalism scholars do rely on the knowledge and insights from computer science.
Examples range from assessing news formats (Sjøvaag and Stavelin 2012) to gender
bias (Flaounas et al. 2013), and from sentiment analysis (Uhl 2014) to framing analysis
(Hellsten, Dawson, and Leydesdorff 2009). But still, as noted in an earlier issue of this
journal: “The introduction of computer science into the social sciences is still at an
immature stage” (Flaounas et al. 2013, 102; similarly Freelon 2014, 71).
Becoming more familiar with the available ACA toolkit is increasingly necessary as
our object of study changes. In addition to the traditional mass communication channels and their predictable, static content, journalism nowadays takes place via a variety
of communication channels, including blogs, news aggregators, social media, apps, and
news websites. It is not only the channels that have changed: technological advances
have also created new quantitative forms including computer-assisted reporting, data
journalism, and computational journalism (Coddington 2014). Yet, while scholars have
paid ample attention to the increasing impact that computational applications have on
the field of journalism (e.g., Carlson 2014; Fink and Anderson 2014; Flew et al. 2012),
they rarely take advantage of the potential of these tools themselves.
Both the new channels as well as new journalistic practices require a critical
inquiry into the methods that we use to study journalism. Traditional content-analytical
tools generally cannot account for the dynamic and often interactive characteristics of
the online news environment. In addition, the vast size of many digital journalism datasets make manual approaches unfeasible. Generally speaking, a discipline should strive
for expanding its methodological toolkit when both the subject of study as well as the
technological actuality changes. The journalism researcher’s toolkit lags behind the
state of the art of other fields that study journalistic content. To encourage exploring
automated approaches, this article provides a systematic inventory of ACA approaches
that have demonstrated their usefulness for the study of journalistic content.
Of course, automated methods also have drawbacks and this review will discuss
them. Foremost, automated methods are not equivalent to manual methods. Because
language is so multifaceted, automated methods will inevitably fall short on reducing a
text to a model that represents the text in its entirety (Simon 2001). As Grimmer and
Stewart (2013, 269) state: “All quantitative models of language are wrong—but some
are useful.” While human coders are not flawless either, they are generally better able
to recognize the various meanings that words and phrases can have.
In the remainder of this article, we propose a classification of such techniques
along a continuum ranging from deductive to inductive. Deductive techniques, as we
propose to call them, define some coding criteria in advance (e.g., lists of relevant
words), while inductive techniques rather seek to identify patterns in the data, without
prescribing in advance what to look for. One could therefore also call the deductive
techniques “top-down approaches” and the inductive techniques “bottom-up
approaches.”
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Sorting Out the ACA Toolkit: From Deductive to Inductive
The approaches that are most easy and straightforward to apply are typically
deductive. These are based on predefined categories or rules. The researcher has a
large—theoretically motivated—say in deciding what content features the technique
should extract. Visibility analysis, applied when the researcher is interested in how many
times a specific actor or event occurs in the media, is a common example of a
deductive type of research.
At the other end of the continuum, where we find the inductive techniques, one
could say that it is the computer rather than the researcher which makes the decisions
about what is meaningful in the dataset. Following the rationale that for some tasks,
computers are better equipped than humans, it is up to the analytical technique to
extract meaningful features from—often large—datasets. Implicit framing analysis,
where the computer seeks patterns of co-occurring words that convey meanings in a
collection of texts, is an example of such an application (Hellsten, Dawson, and
Leydesdorff 2009). To structure our overview, we distinguish three general methodological approaches that can be arranged along this continuum: counting and dictionaries,
supervised machine learning, and unsupervised machine learning. Figure 1 presents these
approaches and provides examples of related research interests and statistical
procedures.
Before we describe the methodological approaches and the types of problems
they typically address, it is necessary to understand that most of them do not analyze
the original, but pre-processed versions of the texts. Such pre-processing can include
normalizing the text in terms of spelling and punctuation, stopword removal (removing
words that are not meaningful, like “the,” “a,” “an”), and stemming (reducing words to
their stem, so that “voting” and “vote” are recognized as the same concept). While
these techniques are fairly simple, more advanced options like named entity recognition
—where an algorithm tries to detect named actors in a sentence, or parsing (to include
only specific parts of speech) can also be applied.

FIGURE 1
Proposed classification of ACA approaches.
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Often, a so-called bag-of-words representation of each text is created, which is
based on the frequency with which each word is occurring, disregarding the order in
which the words appear in the text. Just as stopwords are regarded irrelevant for
understanding a text’s meaning, there are also words that are considered particularly
relevant for a text. Therefore, it is common to attach a specific weight to words. The
rationale behind this is that words that occur rarely in language are more informative
than words that are very frequently used.1 For example, one can then use measures like
the log likelihood (which compares the actual frequency of each word with its expected
frequency) to compare collections of texts (e.g., Rayson and Garside 2000). Mishne
(2007), for instance, uses this measure to distinguish different genres of blogs. However,
as we will show in the next sections, the ACA toolkit includes much more.

Basic Counting and Dictionary-based Methods
Many content analyses in the realm of journalism studies address questions like
“how often is actor X mentioned?” or “what are the most frequent topics in outlets Y
and Z?” Such studies involve coding tasks that come down to counting words from a
pre-defined list. A large-scale analysis that manually counted references to the European Union and political actors in 52,009 news stories (Schuck et al. 2011) is just one
of the many examples of studies that involve counting and that could benefit from an
automated approach. When counting is automated, success or failure largely reflects a
correct (excluding irrelevant data) and exhaustive (including all the relevant data) definition of the search criteria. Essentially, a given string of text (a pre-defined word or a
search string, often a so-called “regular expression”) is compared to another string (e.g.,
a paragraph of a newspaper article). Requiring only a searchable database and basic
software like Excel, SPSS, or Stata, this very basic method can be employed by journalism scholars with no previous experience and can result in insightful visibility analyses.
One can, for instance, show how often a topic or actor is in the news, and how this differs between outlets or evolves over time. Vliegenthart, Boomgaarden, and Boumans
(2011) used such an approach to analyze the relative visibility of politicians in British
and Dutch newspapers over time.
The basis of a visibility analysis is in essence an example of a dictionary in its
most simple form: a list of key words, used to determine the category a document
belongs to. The simple principle behind a dictionary-approach makes it easy to measure a variety of concepts. Within journalism studies, the approach has, for instance,
successfully been applied to capture metaphors from news articles (Krennmayr 2014) or
hostility in news comments (Ksiazek, Peer, and Zivic 2014). One of the most common
research interests to which it is applied, is sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis aims at
assessing whether the tone of news content is positive or negative. The dictionary in
this case consists of a manually constructed list of words with attached tone scores,
which can be either dichotomous or measured on a detailed scale. Sentiment analysis
is widely used in marketing and market research to inform organizations on how their
brands are evaluated in (social) media (e.g., Mostafa 2013) and is applied to all types of
text, including genres as idiosyncratic as movie reviews (e.g., Taboada, Brooke, and
Stede, 2009) or suicide notes (Huang, Goh, and Liew, 2007; Pestian et al. 2012).
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Despite the wide application in both industry and other scientific fields, by comparison journalism scholars have barely used sentiment analysis (one of the few exceptions being Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2013). In the related field of political communication,
measuring tone or sentiment in a computer-assisted fashion is increasingly common,
for example to measure how parties are portrayed in the news (Junqué de Fortuny
et al. 2012; Van Atteveldt et al. 2008) or to predict election outcomes (but see the critical review of such endeavors by Gayo-Avello 2013). Similar questions are addressed by
computer scientists: Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan (2012), for instance, showed how
emotions in a political tweet can be used to predict the number of retweets.
The level of sophistication of sentiment analyses varies (Young and Soroka 2012).
The most simple, non-statistical approaches count the number of positive and negative
words in a text. More powerful algorithms involve multiple features of the text and can
deal with, for instance, negation or punctuation use, like the SentiStrength algorithm
(Thelwall et al. 2010). In addition, while some algorithms only allow assessments based
on a positive–negative dimension, others such as LIWC2 (Pennebaker, Booth, and
Francis 2007) offer additional dimensions like subjectivity or even affective components
(i.e., anxiety, anger or sadness; a review of 121 studies using LIWC is provided by
Tausczik and Pennebaker 2009).
A study published in Human Dimensions of Wildlife on the portrayal of wolves in
print media illustrates the wide variety of fields that study journalistic content by means
of a dictionary approach. It complements a dictionary with a set of “idea transition”
rules, which specify how words and phrases together can create new meanings. For
example, when the word “should” appeared near the word “protect,” the paragraph
was scored as an instance of the concept “wolves should be protected” (Houston,
Bruskotter, and Fan 2010, 394–395).
Three remarks should be made concerning the use of dictionary-based techniques. First, it all starts with availability. Dictionaries are manually constructed, which is
a very labor-intensive task. Having access to a predefined dictionary is thus of great
value. Second, often the applicability of a dictionary is limited to the specific domain
within which it is developed. Applying it to a dataset outside this domain can lead to
erroneous results (see, e.g., Loughran and McDonald 2011). The development of reliable, freely available dictionaries that are valid across domains needs to be continued.
A third issue is that, while internationalization efforts have been undertaken recently,
dictionaries are often tailored to the English language, rendering them irrelevant for
datasets in other languages.
Above all, however, these lexicons have to be tested and validated (see, e.g.,
Burscher et al. 2014; Monroe, Colaresi, and Quinn 2008). Obviously, approaches that
come down to identifying specific words are deterministic processes and thus extremely reliable, but their validity can be low (e.g., Conway 2006): sometimes, a given
word can have multiple meanings, resulting in wrongfully counting an item as relevant
(false positive); and sometimes, an unanticipated synonym or a paraphrase might be
used which results in not recognizing a relevant item (false negative). “Validate,
Validate, Validate,” as Grimmer and Stewart (2013, 271), stress, is therefore a key principle of successful ACA. An interesting solution has been employed by Mohammed and
Turney (2010), who showed that even a platform like Amazon Mechanical Turk can be
used to create valid emotion lexicons, with limited financial means.
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Supervised Methods
In contrast to ready-to-use techniques that require little manual effort (like using
existing dictionaries to measure sentiment), there are more advanced ACA methods
that are highly useful for deductive coding of large-scale datasets, but that nevertheless
require a relatively high degree of initial manual labor. Supervised machine learning is
such an approach. It comes in various flavors (like support vector machines or naı̈ve
Bayes classifiers), which cannot be discussed within the scope of this article. Very
broadly speaking, techniques under this umbrella are suitable for coding implicit variables in a large dataset, when a smaller sub-set can be (or already has been) handcoded, but the dataset of interest is so large that it is not feasible to code each article
manually. Journalism researchers might be interested in classifying a large amount of
digital journalism texts according to their genre (e.g. to find out how a certain issue or
actor is treated in editorials compared to news reports). For a human coder, this classification is a rather easy task, but it is difficult to specify an explicit rule for what constitutes an opinion piece. A supervised machine learning algorithm learns from a human
coder’s decisions and would allow the journalism researcher to solve the classification
problem for a virtually unlimited amount of articles. These techniques can be employed
for a wide range of research problems including the coding of readability, subjectivity,
and gender imbalances (Flaounas et al. 2013), but also, as we will discuss below, frames
and topics.
In contrast to simple automated coding, which we discussed above and where
the researcher specifies some rules for coding (e.g., code as A if words X or Y are mentioned—which, obviously, is a good way to code explicit and manifest3 variables),
supervised machine learning does not require formulating explicit rules. In fact, the idea
is quite the opposite: human coders classify a number of texts, and the machine learning algorithm tries to infer which characteristics of a text lead to which classification.
For example, one could ask human coders to classify 1000 articles according to their
genres. Then, one would use 500 articles to train a machine learning algorithm and test
it by letting it predict the classification of the remaining 500 articles. If the classification
of the latter matches the classification of the human coders, one can use the algorithm
to classify an unlimited number of new texts.
In spite of the obvious promises of this approach (once trained, it can be used
over and over again without any additional costs), journalism scholars have largely
neglected this technique. One of the few exceptions is the work by Scharkow (2011),
who relied on supervised machine learning to code the topic of articles from 12 German news sites. More recently, Burscher and colleagues have shown that supervised
machine learning can be used to code frames in Dutch news articles (Burscher et al.
2014; Odijk et al. 2013) as well as policy issues (Burscher, Vliegenthart, and De Vreese
2015). One should note that there is no inherent limitation as to which classifications
can be coded and which cannot. While topics and frames might be of particular interest, one could also think of coding the tone of an article based on supervised machine
learning instead of using dictionaries only (e.g., Thelwall et al. 2010).
In the long run, using supervised machine learning does not only increase efficiency, but also transparency and reproducibility. In fact, for English news, there already
exist manually annotated corpora that can be used to successfully train a classifier to
automatically code the topic of news articles (Flaounas et al. 2013). In this case,
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researchers do not need to code the training material themselves, making the
technique effectively a fully automated one (for more details, we refer to standard
textbooks like Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze 2008). The researcher has to evaluate,
though, how close the predicted probability (e.g., of an article being about a given
topic) is to the empirical observed probability. A number of metrics are available for
this, and it is also possible to graphically examine the reliability of the classifier. When
assessing a classifier, the researcher has to make a tradeoff between precision and
recall. In the case of a binary classifier (which has only two categories: an item either
matches the criteria or not), precision signifies how many of the selected cases are truly
relevant, while recall signifies the fraction of all relevant cases that have been identified.
For example, a classifier can have a perfect recall (find all relevant cases), but a low
precision (it incorrectly finds a number of irrelevant cases as well); or it might have a
high precision (only relevant cases are found), but a low recall (many relevant cases are
not found).
In political science, the machine learning approach is becoming increasingly common (see, e.g., Grimmer and Stewart 2013). For example, research on the coverage of
political speeches has shown that hand-coding between 100 and 500 texts is sufficient
to train an algorithm that can distinguish between articles opposing or supporting a
policy or between letters to the editor and other articles (Hopkins and King 2010). Similar, in political communication research, supervised machine learning has been applied
in the analysis of political tweets (e.g., Roback and Hemphill 2013; Vargo et al. 2014).
Also within computer science it is a common approach to use supervised machine
learning for classifying the content of blog posts (see, e.g., Husby and Barbosa 2012).
Taken together, supervised machine learning promises that journalism scholars
will make more efficient use of the limited resource of human coders. While traditionally, the work of human coders only had value for one single study, their efforts now
serve a purpose that extends over multiple studies. Once the discipline has trained
solid classifiers, these can be used over and over again. It would also enable ad hoc
studies on emerging topics to be conducted in a timely fashion, allowing researchers
to contribute to recent public debates. To do so, however, the technique has to
become more accessible. Fortunately, in the last years, tools have been developed that
can help journalism scholars applying supervised machine learning. For example,
several R packages have been developed to this end (e.g., Hopkins and King 2010;
Jurka et al. 2013).
Yet, researchers have to keep in mind that as a consequence of being dependent
on a training dataset, human annotation is still the “gold standard”—by definition, the
classifier cannot perform better. In fact, many classifiers perform better than random,
but still considerably worse than humans. In addition, they have a certain black-box
nature: in contrast to simple dictionary-based methods, it can be difficult to fully understand why a specific classification was made or not. For example, an unobserved oddity
in the training data could result in systematic erroneous judgments by the classifier.

Unsupervised Methods
The supervised machine learning approach, by design, is used to code
pre-determined categories—and, in fact, is the best way to do so. However, as Grimmer
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and Stewart (2013, 281) note, “Supervised methods will never contribute to a new
coding scheme.” Where such an inductive approach is needed, unsupervised methods
come into play. Unsupervised methods might be especially interesting for those who
want to address questions in the realm of digital journalism that traditionally would
have been researched using qualitative methods; researchers interested in questions
that aim at describing discourses, frames, or topics in an open way, without having any
predefined categories, but who struggle with the amount of data and are looking for
tools to help them make sense of the material.
For example, where Burscher et al. (2014) aimed at deductively identifying pre-defined frames, other studies (which we discuss below) attempted to inductively identify
and extract frames from text. Just as both approaches to framing analysis exist in manual coding (Matthes and Kohring 2008), there is also an automated equivalent to inductive frame analysis. Inductive frames are usually extracted based on the idea that the
co-occurrence of words can be interpreted as a frame. This can be done by calculating
similarity measures and/or applying statistical techniques like principal component
analysis or cluster analysis. Often, these co-occurrences of words are then graphically
visualized as networks of words (e.g., Vlieger and Leydesdorff 2012).
While to our best knowledge no studies that explicitly relate to the field of journalism studies have employed these techniques yet, a number of studies from related
fields analyze journalistic coverage in this way. For example, within science communication, the journalistic coverage of artificial sweeteners has been analyzed (Hellsten, Dawson, and Leydesdorff 2009); and within crisis communication, the relationship between
coverage of disasters and PR releases has been assessed (Jonkman and Verhoeven
2013; Van der Meer et al. 2014).
Although there is no need for manual coders, like in the case of supervised methods, inductive frame extraction still requires some manual efforts in setting up the analysis and making sense of the results. Comparing the method described by Vlieger and
Leydesdorff (2012) with manual content analysis, De Graaf and van der Vossen (2013)
state that considerable manual effort is still necessary, while at the same time, reliability
problems arise. Yet these techniques have a lot to offer for journalism research, especially with the development of easier to use software packages that can import data
from different sources. First of all, the possibility to quickly visualize coverage even
when a huge amount of data is to be analyzed allows for a better and deeper understanding than manual methods alone. If the dataset consists of thousands of articles, it
is not feasible to read a substantial amount of them to get a grasp of the patterns present in the data. Second, as this approach in fact transforms each text to a set of numbers, it allows the application of all kinds of statistical approaches. This means that
questions can be answered that could not be asked before, including the quantitative
assessment of similarity overlap between collections of texts.
Related to this is the field of topic modeling (e.g., Řehůřek and Sojka 2010). One
of the most powerful techniques in this field is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), first
described only 12 years ago (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003). For example, LDA has been
shown to help identifying important news items (Krestel and Mehta 2010). Grimmer
and Stewart (2013) give a detailed overview of the application of LDA topic models in
political science.
The approaches to inductive frame analysis and to the assessment of document
similarity discussed thus far largely rely on a bag-of-words approach, in which it is
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considered necessary for the computer to understand the function or meaning of each
word. Mishne (2007), for instance, shows that the mood of blog posts can be accurately
predicted by the occurrence of a few characteristic words. Some criticize such an
approach as overly simplistic. Indeed, it is easy to point to cases where this modeling
of the data would fail, for instance with respect to negation (“not good” is counted as
“good”) or with the incapability of distinguishing between different meanings of a
word. For example, the word “Amstel” could refer either to one of the largest beer
brands in the Netherlands, to a renowned hotel in Amsterdam, or to the river after
which both are named.
In response to the limitations that arise from disregarding the syntactic structure
of sentences, methods developed in the field of computer linguistics use more advanced
representations of texts, in which the relationship between elements is modeled. Techniques used for this purpose include part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition.
To be able to understand which word is a proper noun, and thus refers to a potentially
interesting actor, or to distinguish between “Israel attacked Hamas” and “Hamas attacked
Israel” (Sheafer et al. 2014) can be of vital importance to a researcher. A possible application for journalism researchers could lie in studies that do not only measure whether
actors are mentioned, but also precisely in what context they are referred to. Building on
such ideas, Van Atteveldt (2008) presents a method called auto- mated semantic
network analysis and shows that it is possible to use a computer to code semantic relationships and disentangle the syntactical function of the elements of a sentence (see also
Van Atteveldt, Kleinnijenhuis, and Ruigrok, 2008). This can, for instance, be a powerful
tool to assess the role in which certain actors appear in the news.
Even more than in the case of dictionaries (which in principle can be translated),
fixation on the English language is a considerable limitation for advanced natural language processing techniques. Parsers do not exist for all languages, and some languages are much more difficult to parse than others. Other limitations of unsupervised
methods include the potential openness for different interpretations by the researcher:
they do not offer one and only one correct solution. Also, especially when the researchers do not carefully plan necessary pre-processing steps, they can be sensitive to peculiarities of the material that are irrelevant from a theoretical point of view.

Identifying and Overcoming Obstacles
From the previous sections it has become clear that automated approaches have
much to offer scholars studying journalistic content and, indeed, the approaches are
commonly applied in a number of academic fields. Oddly enough, as yet, relatively few
studies within the field of journalism studies make use of them (but see, for instance,
Günther and Scharkow 2014; Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2013; Krennmayr 2014; Ksiazek, Peer,
and Zivic 2014; Sjøvaag and Stavelin 2012). Particularly inductive and more complex
approaches appear to be hardly applied by journalism scholars (a notable exception
being Flaounas et al. 2013). To understand why this might be the case, a number of
observations can be made.
First, there is a tendency to use familiar methods. While methods are continuously improved and new approaches are created, scholars are human beings and stick
to methods they once learned, both in research and in teaching—which implies that it
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takes a long time before a methodological innovation actually diffuses and becomes
commonly accepted. The younger generation of scholars may very well already be
more accustomed to automated approaches. Second, journalism scholars are unaware
of each other’s research. Journalism scholars may also often simply be unaware of new
methods. The reference list of this article illustrates this point: often, studies of core
value to journalism research are published in the proceedings of a computer science
conference or other venues less familiar to journalism scholars. In addition, citation patterns show little to no overlap. Third, different fields speak different languages. Even if
a scholar does read an article from another discipline, it can be difficult to understand
the language and technical terms that each discipline applies. Several options can be
considered to overcome these barriers, as follows:
• Cooperations and interdisciplinary teams: A lexicon to guide the journalism scholar
through the computer scientist’s world and their jargon would be a welcome start.
But more valuable would be to increase cooperation between the fields. The fact that
there are more and more research teams involving both computer scientists and journalism or communication scholars (such as Burscher et al. 2014; Flaounas et al. 2013;
Morgan, Shafiq, and Lampe 2013; Stieglitz et al. 2014) indicates a growing awareness
of the surplus value that such joint projects can offer.
• Teach new methods: Some communication and journalism departments have started
offering courses on computer programming. While we do not believe that every journalism scholar has to be a programmer, we deem some code literacy to be more and
more useful: already some basic knowledge of programming can help to get a grasp
of the computer science literature. Familiarizing current journalism students with
advanced automated approaches will ensure that lack of knowledge and skills are no
longer obstacles for the next generation of scholars. The first textbooks on how to
use Python and R for these tasks have appeared (e.g., Munzert et al. 2015).
• Use custom-made tools: Vis (2013), for instance, stresses the importance of first thoroughly defining the research questions before making any decision on the tools to
use. Often, the tool has to be tailored to the task. Luckily, as we have outlined in this
article, the building blocks for such an endeavor exist. Indeed, more and more content-analytical journalism research relies on custom-written programs, making use of,
for example, the large variety of available Python modules (Lewis, Zamith, and
Hermida 2013; Sjøvaag and Stavelin 2012; Trilling 2015).
• Share not only results, but also code: As a last measure, we advocate a culture of
sharing and acknowledging code. Instead of reinventing the wheel again and again,
tools should be accessible—and, even more important, the source code should be
available, allowing the researcher to tailor the tool to specific needs. The increased
transparency would also help a lot to increase reproducibility of our research. First
steps in this direction have already been made in neighboring fields. For example,
the journal Political Analysis now requires all authors to submit a replication package,
including not only the raw data, but also all syntax files and any form of code
necessary to reproduce the paper’s results. While admittedly some of the above
suggestions are more easily implemented than others, it may be clear that there are
various opportunities for journalism scholars to become more familiar with
automated approaches.
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Conclusion
In this article, we have reviewed a number of new methodological approaches
and tools that can offer substantial added value to journalism research. They could be
applied selectively, but also combined or enhanced, so that they suit the demands of
journalism scholars. We proposed to order techniques for ACA along a deductive–
inductive continuum. By doing so, we hope to have illustrated the wide range of possible applications. It might help researchers to relate automated techniques to
approaches they are familiar with. At the same time, it should have become clear that
there is no such thing as “the” automated content analysis, but that ACA approaches
are very versatile. While often developed outside the field of journalism studies, the
techniques can be employed to answer a wide variety of journalism studies research
interests: from visibility, representation, and evaluation to tone, subjectivity, and frames.
We stress that using automated techniques is by no means in opposition to or in competition with manual content analysis. The entire research process, ranging from formulating research questions to making modeling decisions and interpreting results,
requires a deep understanding of the data. Thus, rather than replacing humans, it is
more correct to view computers as amplifying human abilities (Grimmer and Stewart
2013). As remarked by Günther et al. (2015, 5): “A manual topic analysis cannot simply
be translated into a fully-automated approach,” as “the manual analysis will yield a
more specific result.” Optimally then, one would combine “the best of both worlds”
(Wettstein 2014, 16). Regardless of the type of approach, advantages and disadvantages
have to be carefully assessed—and it is the researcher’s responsibility to check whether
the method actually performs well. The quality of the output of an automated system
largely depends on the quality of the input data. If, for instance, the collected data do
not match the expected structure (e.g., because a website changed its layout during
the research period) and this remains undiscovered, this will lead to biased or inaccurate results. Finally, we want to stress that automated approaches are by no means a
panacea to all the challenges that digital journalism research faces. The analysis of
visual data is just one example where manual coding still outperforms automated
alternatives. Yet to keep up with the ever-evolving nature of digital journalism, the ability to adapt our approaches accordingly is a virtue. Familiarizing ourselves with what
the ACA toolkit has to offer is the least we can do, and we hope that this overview will
serve as an inspiration to do so.
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NOTES
1.

2.

A common example is the tf–idf (term frequency–inverse document frequency)
scheme, in which the frequency of a term in a given document is weighted by
the number of documents in which it occurs.
The name of the program stands for Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count.
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3.

These are variables that are directly observable (like number of words or is actor X
mentioned?), and, unlike abstract concepts as tone or frame, are not open to
multiple interpretations.
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